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In this supplementary document, we first add introduction to evaluation metrics that have been integrated in the proposed
visible and infrared image fusion benchmark (VIFB). Then, we present more qualitative fusion results obtained in VIFB.

1. More evaluation metrics
In VIFB, we have implemented 13 evaluation metrics which are frequently utilized in image fusion. However, due to the
page limit, we do not give the definition for each metric in the paper. In this supplementary document, we give the definitions
of some evaluation metrics.
In the following definitions, M and N are the width and height of the images, respectively. The subscript V indicates the
visible image, the subscript I represents the infrared image, and the subscript F represents the fused image.
1. Cross entropy (CE) [2].
The CE between the fused image and all source images is defined as:
CE =

CEV,F + CEI,F
,
2
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where CEV,F is the cross entropy between visible image and fused image, CEI,F is the cross entropy between infrared
image and fused image.
CEV,F is computed as:
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where h(i) is the normalized histogram of the image.
CEI,F is computed as:
CEI,F =

255
X
i=0

A small CE value means the fused image has considerable similarity with source images, thus indicating a good fusion
performance.
2. Entropy (EN) [1].
EN measures the information contained in the fused image. Its definition is:
EN = −

L−1
X

pl log2 pl ,

(4)

l=0

where L represents the number of gray levels and pl denotes the normalized histogram of the corresponding gray level
in the fused image. A large EN indicates a bettor fusion performance.
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3. Mutual information (MI) [10].
MI is used to measure the amount of information that is transferred from source images to the fused image. It is defined
as:
M I = M IV,F + M II,F ,
(5)
where M IV,F and M II,F denote the information transferred from visible and infrared images to the fused image,
respectively. Specifically, M IX,F is defined as follows:
M IX,F =

X

pX,F (x, f )log

x,f
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,
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where pX (x) and pF (f ) are the marginal histograms of source image X and fused image F , respectively. pX,F (x, f )
is the joint histogram of source image X and fused image F . A large MI value means a good fusion performance since
considerable information is transferred to the fused image.
4. Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [7].
PSNR indicates the ratio of peak value power and noise power in the fused image. It can measure the distortion during
the image fusion process and is defined as:
P SN R = 10log10

r2
,
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(7)

where r is the peak value of the fused image, M SE is the mean squared error computed as:
M SE =

M SEV,F + M SEI,F
,
2

(8)
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where M SEV,F = M1N i=0
i=0
j=0 (V (i, j) − F (i, j)) , M SEI,F = M N
j=0 (I(i, j) − F (i, j)) . A
large PSNR means that the fused image is close to source images and has less distortion. Therefore, the larger the
PSNR metric, the better the fusion performance is.
5. Average gradient (AG) [5].
AG measures the gradient information of the fused image and represents its detail and texture [5]. It is defined as:
r
M N
1 X X ∇Fx2 (i, j) + ∇Fy2 (i, j)
AG =
,
(9)
M N i=1 j=1
2
where ∇Fx (i, j) = F (i, j) − F (i + 1, j), ∇Fy (i, j) = F (i, j) − F (i, j + 1). A large AG value indicates that more
gradient information is contained in the fused image and thus means a good fusion performance.
6. Standard devision (SD) [12].
SD reflects the distribution and contrast of the fused image [9]. Its definition is:
v
uM N
uX X
(F (i, j) − µ)2
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(10)
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where µ represents the mean value of the fused image. The human visual system is sensitive to contrast, thus the
regions in an image with high contrast always attract human attention. Since high contrast in a fused image leads to a
large SD, thus a large SD indicates that the fused image is with a good visual effect.
7. Spatial frequency (SF) [6].
SF can measure the gradient distribution of an image thus revealing the detail and texture of an image. It is defined as:
p
SF = RF 2 + CF 2 ,
(11)
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where RF =
i=1
j=1 (F (i, j) − F (i, j − 1)) and CF =
i=1
j=1 (F (i, j) − F (i − 1, j)) . A large SF
value indicates rich edges and textures, thus indicating good fusion performance.

8. Gradient based similarity measurement (QAB/F ) [14].
QAB/F indicates the amount of edge information that is transferred form source images to fused image [9]. It can be
computed as:
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values at location (i, j), respectively. w denotes the weight that expresses the importance of each source image to the
fused image. The more edge information transferred to the fused image, the larger the QAB/F value is. Thus a large
QAB/F value indicates a good fusion performance.
9. Root mean squared error (RMSE) [7] .
RMSE is defined as:

RM SEV,F + RM SEI,F
,
(13)
2
where RM SEV,F denotes the dissimilarity between the visible and fused images, RM SEI,F is the dissimilarity
between the infrared and fused images. RM SEX,F is defined as:
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If the fused image has a small amount of error and distortion, then there will be a small RMSE value.
10. Structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [13].
SSIM is used to model image loss and distortion, to which the human visual system is sensitive [13]. It consists of three
parts, namely loss of correlation, luminance, and contrast distortion. SSIM for visible or infrared image is defined as
the product of these three parts, i.e.
X 2µx µf + C1
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· 2
·
,
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where SSIMX,F denotes the structural similarity between source image X (X is V for visible image and is I for
infrared image) and fused image F , x and f represent the image patches of source and fused image in a sliding
window, respectively. σxf is the covariance of source and fused images, σx and σf represent the standard deviation,
µx and µf are the mean values of source and fused images, respectively. C1 , C2 , C3 are the parameters used to make
the algorithm stable.
The structural similarities between the fused image and both source images can be defined as:
SSIM = SSIMV,F + SSIMI,F .

(16)

A large SSIM value indicates a better fusion performance.
11. Edge intensity (EI) [11].
EI measures the edge intensity information of an image. A higher EI value indicates more clearness and higher image
quality. EI can be computed using Sobel operator as:
q
EI = Sx2 + Sy2 ,
(17)
where
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Regarding other metrics, the definition of QCB can be found in [4] and [8], the definition of QCV can be founded in [3] and
[8].

2. More qualitative fusion results
Due to the page limit, we just presented the qualitative comparison of two image pairs in the paper. In this supplementary
document, we add qualitative results of more image pairs obtained in VIFB.
Figure 1 presents the qualitative results of carLight image pair. In this case, GFF, MGFF, amd TIF give relative good
fusion performance. In the fused images obtained by these three approaches, the car which is invisible in the visible image
due to over-exposure can be seen, and less artifacts are produced.

Figure 1. The fusion results of the carLight image pair.

Figure 2 shows the results of kettle image pair. In this case, IFEVIP, LatLRR, MGFF, and Hybrid MSD give relative good
qualitative results. In the fused images produced by these methods, the man with a hot kettle can be seen clearly. Besides, the
details and textures in visible image are well preserved.

Figure 2. The fusion results of the kettle image pair.

Figure 3 illustrates the qualitative results of carShadow case. In this case, several algorithms give visually good fused
images, namely DLF, GFF, MGFF, MSVD, ResNet, TIF and VSMWLS. However, some algorithms produce obvious artifacts
in the fused image, such as CBF and NSCT SR.

Figure 3. The fusion results of the carShadow image pair.

Figure 4 presents fusion results of manCall case. As can be seen, GFCE, Hybrid MSD, LatLRR, TIF and VSMWLS give
relative good qualitative results. In the fused images produced by these methods, the man who is making a phone call can be

Figure 4. The fusion results of the manCall image pair.

seen clearly. Furthermore, the details and textures in visible image, for example the grass and tree, are well preserved in the
fused images.
The fusion results presented above indicate that the performance of an image fusion method may vary when applied to
different image pairs. At the moment, there is not a method which can obtain the best results on all image pairs. Therefore, it
is necessary to evaluate image fusion algorithms using different kinds of methods and metrics.
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